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Key Fe at u r e s

Some seek a destination. Some create a destiny.

MODELS

Where will you go today? This year? With this lifetime? Fulfilling your
desires for travel and exploration is up to you, but for decades, some of
the world’s most adventurous dreamers have achieved their goals — and
returned safely home — in a vehicle known by a single letter: G. Short for
Geländewagen, or cross-country vehicle, its go-anywhere attitude has
been proven at virtually every latitude, and on all seven continents. It is
shaped by its mission, and has remained true to both for over 40 years,
and counting. And more importantly, dreamers — counting yours.
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AMG G 63
Handcrafted 577‑hp V8 biturbo
engine, all-wheel drive
G manufaktur Sea Blue metallic
22" AMG® cross-spoke wheels
AMG Night Package Plus

Standard and available equipment may vary by model. Please see back of brochure.
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KEY FEATURES

PE RFORMANCE

DE SIGN

SAFE T Y

LUXURY

TECHNOLO GY

Engine: V8 biturbo, or handcrafted
AMG V8 biturbo

LED Intelligent Light System
headlamps and LED taillamps

Blind Spot Assist; Active Parking
Assist with Rear Cross-Traffic Alert

Heated power front seats with
3‑position memory

COMAND® system with navigation,
touchpad and 12.3" color screen

9‑speed transmission: 9G‑TRONIC,
or AMG SPEEDSHIFT® TCT, both
with shift paddles

Iconic, timelessly modern design

Radar-based Active Brake Assist
collision mitigation

Ventilated, rapid-heating, and active
multicontour/massaging front seats*

Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto

Permanent all‑wheel drive with
2‑speed transfer case
Three lockable differentials1
DYNAMIC SELECT drive modes
Double-wishbone front/rigid-axle
rear suspension with coil springs
AMG RIDE CONTROL adaptive
damping suspension (AMG G 63)
9.5" of ground clearance, 27.5" of
fording depth, 100% max climbing
grade, 70% max lateral slope tilt2

19" to 22" alloy wheels*3
AMG Line (G 550), Night Package, and
Night Package Plus styling options

PRE‑SAFE with hearing protection
technology

More than 30 metallic and nonmetallic
gloss and matte paint colors*

ATTENTION ASSIST®

More than 50 upholstery choices* in
hand-fitted leather, Nappa leather, and
G manufaktur Nappa leather, including
two-tones and contrasting elements
7 choices* in cabin trim, including
gloss and matte woods, metal weave,
and carbon fiber

In design, character, and even the way it’s made — crafted almost
entirely by hand — the G ‑ Class has remained true to its roots for
four decades. Underneath, it marches boldly toward the future.

®

Rearview camera, or multicamera
Surround View System (G 63)

Heated 60/40-split folding rear seats
3‑zone climate control with dust and
odor filters, and Air Balance ionizer
64‑color LED ambient lighting
Power tilt/sliding glass sunroof

Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC®

Heat-and noise-insulating glass

Speed Limit Assist

Heated steering wheel*

Active Lane Keeping Assist

Electrically heated windshield, side
mirrors and rear window

Mercedes-Benz Emergency Call

Touch Control Buttons on steering
wheel; enhanced voice control of
many cabin features
12.3" digital instrument cluster*
AMG DRIVE UNIT performance
controls on steering wheel (G 63)
Mercedes me connect featuring
smartphone app with Remote Start,
4G LTE WiFi,* and more4
Burmester® Surround Sound System
Rear Seat Entertainment system*

Trailer Stability Assist

*Optional or not available on some models.
Please see back of brochure.
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GE T RE ADY TO MAKE SOME

NEW HISTORY
An ever-advancing sense of adventure

G-Class models

Fresh from its first complete redesign in four decades, the
2020 G‑Class embodies the unwavering confidence and
capability that have taken it from Siberia to the Sahara.
Within that iconic body, advanced technologies team up
to make every capability more effective, and every drive —
daily commute to epic road trip — uniquely enjoyable.

G 550 SUV
416‑hp V8 biturbo
9G‑TRONIC 9‑speed transmission
Permanent all‑wheel drive
2–speed transfer case
Three lockable differentials1

A never-forgotten sense of belonging

AMG G 63 SUV
Handcrafted 577‑hp AMG V8 biturbo
AMG SPEEDSHIFT® TCT 9G‑TRONIC
9‑speed transmission
Permanent all‑wheel drive
2–speed transfer case
Three lockable differentials1

Every G‑Class is still crafted virtually entirely by hand in
Graz, Austria, from its rigid frame to its supple seating.
Its off-road prowess is still proven on the nearby 4,740‑ft
Shöckl mountain — its clearance, climbing and fording 2
stats all improved even as it grew more agile and refined.
And the G must cocoon its passengers in serene comfort,
while instilling a sense of calm command in its driver.
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G 550
G manufaktur Platinum White/
Black two-tone Nappa leather
AMG Carbon Fiber trim
G manufaktur Interior Package
Plus, two-tone dashboard
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PICTURE YOURSELF

ANYWHERE
Legendary character, proved and improved
When the engineers set out to fully modernize the underpinnings
of the G‑Class, the first rule was “Don’t sacrifice what makes it a G.”
So while a new independent front suspension and steering system
greatly refined its on-road composure, its off-road competence also
grew stronger, from higher ground clearance to steeper climbing.2
Optional new all-terrain tires3 for the G 550 or an AMG Trail Package,
along with three standard lockable differentials,1 help you tackle
rough terrain. Multimode adaptive damping, standard on the G 63
and a G 550 option, helps you tame city streets and curving roads.

Capability highlights
Biturbo engine: V8 (G 550) or
handcrafted AMG V8 (G 63)
Transmission: Paddle-shifted 9‑speed
or AMG SPEEDSHIFT® TCT 9‑speed
Permanent all-wheel drive, 2‑speed
transfer case, 3 lockable differentials1
Double-wishbone front/rigid-axle rear
suspension; adaptive damping (G 550*)
or adaptive AMG RIDE CONTROL (G 63)
Exhaust: Sport (G 550*), or AMG
Performance with sidepipes (G 63)

The G‑Class has endured grueling
conditions on all seven continents.
What it’s learned from Siberia to
Sri Lanka helps put you at ease in
suburbia or on Sunday adventures.

*Optional. Please see back of brochure.
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YO U C A N TA K E I T

PERSONALLY
More than a million ways to make it

Luxury highlights

You’ll lose track counting all the ways you can make a
G all your own. Literally dozens of paint colors, seating
designs and leathers, wheels and steering wheels, plus
trim and accents inside and out, add up to well over a
million combinations. So yours can be one of a kind.

Heated/memory power front seats

Many ways to make it over, and over

3‑zone climate control with dust/
pollen/odor filters and ionizer

Even after your G‑Class has been handcrafted to your
exact specification, you can still tailor its cabin to suit
your mood. Choose from 64 colors of ambient lighting.
Enjoy any of six rejuvenating front-seat massages.* And
open the glass sunroof for some fresh air, or close it for
some quiet starlight amid freshly ionized cabin air.

How far can you take your G ‑ Class?
More than a question, it’s almost a
challenge. And it starts while your G
is handcrafted to suit your character.

Rapid-heating, ventilated, massaging
active multicontour front seats*
Heated outboard rear seats

64‑color LED ambient lighting, with
multi-hue and color-shifting modes
Heated steering wheel*
Heat- and noise-insulating front door,
windshield, and power sunroof glass

*Optional. Please see back of brochure.
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KEEP AHEAD OF THE

MOMENT
Virtual eyes on what’s ahead, or behind
Advanced standard driver assists5 help ease your way
in urban jungles and untamed traffic. Radar can keep
its virtual eye on traffic ahead, for smoother cruising
and forward collision avoidance. When towing, Trailer
Stability Assist can help keep your worries behind you.

Anticipates the unexpected, and acts
When PRE‑SAFE® senses a collision is about to happen,
it can take action to prepare the restraint systems and
front passenger-seat position, close the windows and
sunroof, and pump up the side bolsters of the available
multicontour front seats. PRE-SAFE Sound can emit a
special tone to trigger your ears’ natural defenses.

Safety highlights
Radar-based Active Brake Assist
frontal collision mitigation6
PRE‑SAFE® with hearing protection
technology 7
ATTENTION ASSIST,®8 Active Lane
Keeping Assist,8 Blind Spot Assist 9
Rearview camera (G 550), or multicamera Surround View System (G 63)10
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC®
cruise control,11 Speed Limit Assist12
Active Parking Assist with Rear
Cross‑Traffic Alert13

Already legendary for its ruggedly
protective nature, the G ‑Class has
advanced to a thoroughly modern
level of active, and proactive, safety.

S TAY O N T O P O F

YOUR WORLD

Countless features at your fingertips

Technology highlights

Steering-wheel Touch Control Buttons place navigation,14
audio, driver-assist and cabin settings at your thumbs.
The console touchpad lets you pinch to zoom in on a map
display, or input an address by handwriting. You can
also control features — even comfort settings — by voice.

12.3" central display for COMAND®
navigation/audio, console touchpad
controller, steering-wheel Touch
Control Buttons, and voice control

Vividly informed, brilliantly entertained
A 12.3" digital instrument cluster* with reconfigurable
displays complements the vivid 12.3" central screen.
Burmester,® one of Germany’s most respected names
in high-end home audio, has created a surround sound
system with a 10‑channel digital amp. Exquisite metal
grilles help its 15 speakers delight your ears and eyes.

The beauty of a G‑Class has always come
from its functionality. Its digital cockpit
has raised both to soaring new pinnacles.

12.3" digital instrument cluster*
Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto15
Bluetooth® audio streaming,
HD Radio® stations, SiriusXM,®16
and global TuneIn Radio®4
Burmester ® Surround Sound
Rear Seat Entertainment system*
Mercedes me connect in-car WiFi4

*Optional on one or more models.
Please see back of brochure.
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OPTION PACKAGES

Create a G that’s totally you.
Every G‑Class starts out so generously equipped that
it might be hard to imagine there are any options.
But an extensive menu of personalization items lets
you tailor your G‑Class in a way that’s a perfect match
for your life, your style, and your dreams. Along with
thoughtfully curated option packages — like the selection
shown here — there is a wide selection of individual
options and Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories that
help you create a handcrafted original from over a
million possible configuration combinations.
Package contents and standard equipment vary by model.
Turn to page 25 or visit MBUSA.com/G for details.

Other packages and options
AMG Line exterior and interior styling (G 550)
Adaptive suspension (G 550)
Roof in Obsidian Black
Spare tire ring in Obsidian Black or vehicle color
Two-tone Nappa leather-trimmed dashboard
Wood/leather or two-tone steering wheel (G 550)
Heated steering wheel
12.3" digital instrument cluster (standard on G 63)
All-season floor mats
Rear Seat Entertainment system
AMG Trail Package (G 63)
Increased top speed (G 63)
Silver brake calipers (G 63)
AMG carbon fiber engine cover (G 63)
AMG Performance steering wheels (G 63)

SE AT C OMFOR T PACK AGE

NIGHT PACK AGE S

INTE RIOR PACK AGE S

Active multicontour front seats with massage
Rapid heating for front seats
Ventilated front seats

20" AMG® wheels3 w/black accents (G 550)
Obsidian Black mirrors and spare tire ring
Black brush guard (gunmetal grey on G 63)
Darkened headlamps and taillamps

Exclusive and G manufaktur Interior Packages:
A wide variety of Nappa leather upholsteries
Topstitched Nappa leather-trimmed dash
Silver chrome air vents
DINAMICA headliner (standard on G 63)

Night Package Plus adds:
Black bumpers and fender flares
Obsidian Black roof
Star emblems in black (G 550)

There might be no other vehicle
in production that combines the
individual attention to detail that
comes from handcraftsmanship,
with so many details you can tailor
to express your own individuality.

Some packages also include:
Nappa leather-trimmed doors, console, and
other cabin elements; Seat Comfort Package
Please see endnotes at back of brochure.
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G 550
416‑hp V8 biturbo engine,
all-wheel drive
LEFT: Jade Green metallic
19" twin 5-spoke wheels
RIGHT: G manufaktur Jupiter Red
20" AMG® multispoke wheels
AMG Line
Night Package Plus
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Deep torque over a wide range
An advanced 416‑hp 4.0L V8 rushes the G 550 from
0 to 60 in just 5.6 seconds.17 Its two turbos, located
to minimize lag and losses, help put all 450 lb‑ft of
torque on tap across a 2,000–4,750‑rpm plateau. A
paddle-shifted 9‑speed plus a 2‑speed transfer case
maximize flexibility, from crawling to cruising.

Differentials make the difference
A G‑Class hallmark, its three differentials — front,
center and rear — can be locked sequentially via
dashboard buttons as you venture deeper into the
rough.2 On the road, the permanent all-wheel drive
and 4‑wheel Electronic Traction System (4‑ETS) can
adapt to traction at each wheel to turn grip into go.

Defined by its finest details
Styling options let you fine-tune the iconic design of
your G 550. Start by adding the wider fender flares
and deeper bumpers of the AMG Line. To that, add
the black accents of the Night Package. Go further
with the black roof, bumpers and flares of the Night
Package Plus. Individual elements are available, too.

Refined even in its largest elements
Seven choices in wheels — in 19" and 20" sizes — are
available individually and with the styling packages.
For more dedicated off-roaders, you can also opt for
18" wheels with higher-profile, all-terrain tires.3

Does any SUV have such a storied
histor y, so rich in journeys that
it’s bravely embarked upon — and
faithfully returned from? Yet even
as a legend, the G has never lived
in the past. What’s next for yours?

Please see endnotes at back of brochure.

FIRST -CLASS, WORLD, AND

TIME TRAVELER
The G 550 SUV

When Mercedes-Benz set out to create a vehicle pairing
capability with civility like never before, they really had
no idea how far it would go. Sure, they developed it to go
great distances, climb grand peaks, cross broad deserts,
and endure wide extremes of temperature, altitude and
even population. But did they foresee the G‑Class would
remain relevant, much less thriving, more than 40 years
in the future? No matter where it has gone so far, the G
continues to venture anew, to explore new destinations,
and discover new places deep within its owners’ hearts.

While its technology had always evolved, the G recently
underwent a dramatic revolution. More spacious though
more aerodynamic, and more advanced yet still crafted
by hand, the latest G 550 carries over only four items from
before: The spare tire ring. Its headlamp washer nozzles.
The latches that create the beloved vaultlike click as you
shut a door. And a reputation earned on seven continents.
From the Red Sea to Hollywood’s red carpet, a G 550 has
its own special way of taking you wherever your dreams
lead, taking you back home, and taking change in stride.
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FOR ALL THE GLOBE’S

CORNERS

Flat-out fast, surprisingly well-rounded
When a legacy of handcrafted performance meets a legend of
hand-built endurance, the result turns dichotomy into harmony
like no other SUV. The AMG G 63 is track-tuned yet trail-proven.
Confident in corners, or any corner of the earth. Extraordinarily
rugged yet exquisitely finished. An upper strut brace stiffens its
double-wishbone front suspension. All-wheel drive with a 60%
rear bias feels sportier. Yet its AMG DYNAMIC SELECT driving
modes include Sand and Rock, and you can add a new AMG Trail
Package.2 Two legacies join hands, to put the world at your feet.

AMG G 63 highlights
Handcrafted AMG 4.0L V8 biturbo
engine: 577 hp, 627 lb‑ft of torque
AMG SPEEDSHIFT® TCT 9‑speed;
permanent all-wheel drive w/2‑speed
transfer case; 3 lockable differentials1
AMG RIDE CONTROL suspension,
20" to 22" wheels3 (six options)
AMG DYNAMIC SELECT drive modes
AMG Performance sidepipe exhaust
AMG Performance steering wheel with
AMG DRIVE UNIT controls

Its engine was born on the track.
The rest was raised far from every
beaten track on earth. The result
is a performance SU V crafted by
hand to put the world at your feet.

Please see endnotes at back of brochure.
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S P E C I F I C AT I O N S A N D E Q U I P M E N T

MBUSA.com/G

BUILD YOUR OWN
AMG G 63 SUV

Dimensions

G 550 SUV

AMG G 63 SUV

Off-road capability2

G 550 SUV

AMG G 63 SUV

4.0L V8 biturbo with Direct Injection
416 hp @ 5,250–5,500 rpm
450 lb‑ft @ 2,000–4,750 rpm

Handcrafted AMG 4.0L V8 biturbo with Direct Injection
577 hp @ 6,000 rpm
627 lb‑ft @ 2,500–3,500 rpm

Wheelbase
Overall length

w/spare tire

113.8"
191.7"

113.8"
191.9"

Ground clearance
Fording depth

9.5"
27.5"

9.5"
27.5"

Automatic transmission

9G-TRONIC 9-speed with shift paddles

AMG SPEEDSHIFT® TCT 9-speed with shift paddles

Overall height
Overall width

w/mirrors

77.5"
86.1"

77.4"
86.1"

Acceleration, 0–60 mph17

5.6 sec

4.5 sec

Curb weight

5,554 lbs

5,845 lbs

Approach angle
Departure angle
Breakover angle

31°
30°
26°

31°
30°
26°

Wheels

19" 8‑spoke with all-season tires

20" AMG 10‑spoke with summer high-performance tires

Up to a 100% grade
Up to a 70% slope

Up to a 100% grade
Up to a 70% slope

Front independent double-wishbone/rear rigid axle with coil springs

Front independent double-wishbone/rear rigid axle with coil springs,
AMG RIDE CONTROL with adaptive damping

41.9" — 40.5"
38.7" — 39.5"
57.8" — 57.4"

Climbing ability
Lateral tilt angle

Suspension

41.9" — 40.5"
38.7" — 39.5"
57.8" — 57.4"

Drivetrain

Permanent all-wheel drive with 2–speed transfer case and
electromechanically lockable center, rear and front differentials1

Permanent all-wheel drive with 2–speed transfer case and
electromechanically lockable center, rear and front differentials1

38.1 cu ft
68.6 cu ft

38.1 cu ft
68.6 cu ft

Type
Power
Torque

3

®

Headroom
Legroom
Shoulder room
Cargo capacity,19
floor to ceiling

ECO Start/Stop system
DYNAMIC SELECT AMG DYNAMIC SELECT on G 63
Permanent all-wheel drive with 2-speed transfer case
Three sequentially lockable differentials1
Trailer hitch18
—
—
—
—

AMG high-performance braking system with red-painted calipers
AMG Performance Exhaust System with dual sidepipes
AMG RIDE CONTROL adaptive damping suspension
AMG DRIVE UNIT steering-wheel performance controls

—
—

—
—

Rearview camera10
Surround View System10
Blind Spot Assist9
Active Parking Assist, Rear Cross-Traffic Alert13
LED Daytime Running Lamps and taillamps
LED Intelligent Light System headlamps
Adaptive Highbeam Assist
SmartKey remote locking with KEYLESS‑START
Antitheft alarm system with remote panic feature
Integrated garage-door opener

Optional  

No-charge option   — Not available

•
•
•
•

steering wheel in AMG Line; deletes AMG DRIVE UNIT on G 63

—
—
—
—

Light Brown Sen wood/leather steering wheel Requires matching cabin trim
Brown Ash wood/leather steering wheel Requires matching cabin trim
Two-tone Nappa leather steering wheel Requires any G manufaktur Interior Pkg
AMG Nappa/DINAMICA Performance steering wheel Requires Black-flamed

—

AMG Nappa/Black Piano Lacquer Performance steering wheel

—

AMG DINAMICA/Carbon Fiber Performance steering wheel

G manufaktur Interior Package Includes Exclusive Int Pkg, plus:

• G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa leather upholstery with diamond stitching
•	Nappa leather-trimmed dash, doors, console and floor mats, with diamond
stitching on upper door trim and console side trim
—

12.3" high-resolution color central multimedia display
Analog gauges
Reconfigurable 12.3" digital instrument cluster
COMAND® system with console-mounted touchpad/rotary controller

—

Night Package

Requires AMG Line

• 20" AMG multispoke wheels w/black accents
• Black brush guard
•	Black exterior accents Includes side mirrors/spare tire ring/bumper trim
elements in Obsidian Black, and darkened head/taillamps

—

Night Package Plus

Requires AMG Line; includes Night Pkg, plus:

• Roof in Obsidian Black
• Bumpers, wheel arches, and front/rear Star emblems in black
—

AMG Night Package

Requires 21" or 22" matte black wheels

• Gunmetal grey brush guard and grille
•	Black exterior accents Includes side mirrors/spare tire ring in Obsidian Black,

®

black outer protective strips and underguard, and darkened head/taillamps

—

AMG Night Package Plus Requires 21" or 22" matte black wheels
• Roof in Obsidian Black
• Bumpers and wheel arches in black

—

Requires Black Piano Lacquer or Carbon Fiber cabin trim
Requires Black Piano Lacquer or Carbon Fiber cabin trim

20" AMG multispoke wheels3
AMG exterior styling
Brake calipers with Mercedes-Benz lettering; Sport Exhaust System
Sport steering wheel Deleted w/heated wheel or Exclusive Int Pkg Plus
AMG floor mats
Red seat belts and stitching Included only w/leather or Nappa leather in Black
3

COMAND navigation14
Enhanced voice control for COMAND and many cabin features
3 years of no-charge online navigation map updates4
3 years of Live Traffic Information via Mercedes me connect 4

Ash wood, Metal Weave, Black Piano Lacquer or Carbon Fiber cabin trim

AMG Line
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entertainment and navigation

Please see endnotes at back of brochure.

Heated steering wheel NA on G 550 w/wood/leather wheels; replaces sport

• Exclusive Nappa leather upholstery with diamond stitching
• Nappa leather-trimmed dash, doors, console and floor mats

Heated power side mirrors with power fold‑in
Auto-dimming driver-side and inside rearview mirrors

Burmester Surround Sound System
Bluetooth® audio streaming
Dual USB ports
SD card reader
SiriusXM® 6-month All Access trial16
HD Radio® receiver

12.3" digital instrument cluster
Rear Seat Entertainment system

Exclusive Interior Package Plus Includes Exclusive Int Pkg, plus:

G manufaktur Interior Package Plus Includes Exclusive Int Pkg, plus:

Hands-free Bluetooth® interface
Smartphone Integration w/Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto15

Roof in Obsidian Black21
Spare tire ring in Obsidian Black21 Also included in all Night Pkgs
Spare tire ring in vehicle color NA w/any Night Pkg

Nappa leather upholstery
Frameless rearview mirror
DINAMICA headliner
Leather-trimmed dash and floor mats; silver chrome air vents

• G manufaktur Nappa leather upholstery
• Nappa leather-trimmed dash, doors, console and floor mats

Individual options
Adaptive suspension
Increased top speed20
Silver brake calipers
AMG carbon fiber engine cover

—
—
—

Exclusive Interior Package

Power tilt/telescoping steering column
Multifunction steering wheel w/Touch Control Buttons
Steering wheel w/Nappa leather trim
AMG Performance steering wheel in Nappa leather

3 years of Mercedes me connect services4
Standard  

• Active multicontour front seats with massage
• Ventilated front seats with rapid heating feature

Electrically heated windshield
Rain-sensing windshield wipers, heated windshield washers
Rear-window wiper with auto-on in Reverse

—

Option Packages
G manufaktur Interior Pkg Plus

64-color LED ambient lighting
Illuminated front door sills

Electronic Stability Program (ESP®)1
Trailer Stability Assist1, 18
Adaptive braking technology: Predictive Brake Priming, Automatic Brake
Drying, Hill-Start Assist, brake HOLD feature
Emergency-sensing Brake Assist (BAS®)1
Advanced Tire Pressure Monitoring System

Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC® cruise control11
Active Lane Keeping Assist8
Speed Limit Assist12

Comfort and convenience

Power tilt/sliding glass sunroof
3-zone automatic climate control
Air Balance cabin-air purification system
Heat- and noise-insulating glass

Active Brake Assist6
ATTENTION ASSIST®8
PRE-SAFE®
PRE-SAFE Sound hearing protection technology7

Behind rear seat
Rear seats folded

Seat Comfort Package Included in Exclusive Interior Pkg Plus and

Power front seats with 3‑position memory and power lumbar support
60/40‑split folding rear seats19
Heated front seats
Heated outboard rear seats

Safety and security

Mercedes-Benz Emergency Call
10 air bags

G 550

AMG G 63

Performance and efficiency

G 550

AMG G 63

G 550

K E Y S TA NDA R D F E AT U R E S

front — rear
front — rear
front — rear

G 550

Engine

AMG G 63

G 550 SUV

AMG G 63

Specifications

Nappa leather grab handles G 550 requires any Exclusive or G manufaktur Int Pkg
Two-tone dashboard Requires G manufaktur Interior Pkg Plus
All-season floor mats Also in AMG Trail Pkg
—
—

Leather upholstery
Nappa leather upholstery In G 550 Exclusive Int Pkg
Exclusive Nappa leather upholstery In Exclusive Int Pkg Plus
G manufaktur Nappa leather upholstery In G manufaktur Int Pkg
(also available w/contrasting topstitching, contrasting A‑band, or two‑tone)

G manufaktur Exclusive Nappa leather upholstery In G manufaktur Int Pkg Plus
(also available w/contrasting topstitching, contrasting A‑band, or two‑tone)

Natural Grain Walnut wood trim
Brown Ash wood trim
Light Brown Sen wood trim
Metal Weave trim
G manufaktur Natural Grain Black-flamed Ash wood trim
G manufaktur Black Piano Lacquer trim
AMG Carbon Fiber trim
Metallic paintwork
designo paintwork
G manufaktur paintwork

AMG Trail Package Requires AMG Line
• 20" AMG twin 5‑spoke wheels, matte black, w/all-terrain tires3
• Off-road optimized AMG RIDE CONTROL suspension
• Black underguard; rear mud flaps; all‑season floor mats
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UPHOLSTERY
Leather and
Nappa leather

Leather: G 550
Nappa: G 550

PAINTWORK
Nappa leather

Exclusive Nappa
leather
w/diamond stitching

G 550

AMG G 63

Exclusive Nappa
leather
w/diamond stitching

AMG G 63

G manufaktur
Nappa leather with
contrasting A‑band

G 550, AMG G 63
Also in Exclusive Nappa
w/diamond stitching

G manufaktur
single- or two‑tone
Nappa leathers

Black
w/Red stitching

Classic Red/
Black

Nut Brown/Black

Leather
Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Leather
Nappa

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Leather

Macchiato Beige/
Black

Macchiato Beige/
Espresso Brown

Tartufo/
Black

Leather
Nappa

Exclusive Nappa

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Black

Polar White

Brilliant Blue metallic

Dakota Brown metallic

Emerald Green metallic

Indium Grey metallic

Iridium Silver metallic

Jade Green metallic

Lunar Blue metallic

Mojave Silver metallic

Magnetite Black metallic

Obsidian Black metallic

Rubellite Red metallic

Selenite Grey metallic

designo Cardinal Red
metallic

designo Diamond White
metallic

designo Graphite
metallic

designo Mocha Black
metallic

designo Mystic Blue
metallic

designo Mystic Brown
metallic

designo Platinum Black
metallic

designo Platinum
Magno (matte)

designo Night Black
Magno (matte)

G manufaktur
Desert Sand

G manufaktur
Midnight Blue

G manufaktur
Jupiter Red

G manufaktur
Desert Silver metallic

G manufaktur
Olive metallic

G manufaktur
Sea Blue metallic

G manufaktur
South Sea Blue metallic

G manufaktur Dakota
Brown Magno (matte)

G manufaktur Dark Olive
Green Magno (matte)

G manufaktur Monza
Grey Magno (matte)

G manufaktur Sintered
Bronze Magno (matte)

G 550, AMG G 63
Also in Exclusive Nappa
w/diamond stitching

UPHOLSTERY COLORS
Black

Availability of some colors may be limited. Please visit MBUSA.com or see your dealer for details.

G 550 requires AMG Line

G MANUFAKTUR UPHOLSTERY COLORS
Bronze

Gold

Lime Green

Red

White

Yacht Blue

Black Nappa
or Exclusive Nappa

Black Nappa
or Exclusive Nappa

Black Nappa
or Exclusive Nappa

Black Nappa
or Exclusive Nappa

Black Nappa
or Exclusive Nappa

Black Nappa
or Exclusive Nappa

Bengal Red

Lime Green

Yacht Blue

Black

Black

contrasting stitching

contrasting A‑band

contrasting stitching

contrasting A‑band

contrasting stitching

contrasting A‑band

contrasting stitching

contrasting stitching

contrasting A‑band

contrasting A‑band

contrasting stitching

Black Nappa
or Exclusive Nappa

Black Nappa
or Exclusive Nappa

Black Nappa
or Exclusive Nappa

Platinum White Nappa
or Exclusive Nappa

Saddle Brown Nappa
or Exclusive Nappa

Espresso Brown

Platinum White

Titanium Grey

Saddle Brown

Yacht Blue

Bengal Red

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Espresso Brown/
Black

Platinum White/
Black

Titanium Grey
Pearl/Black

Saddle Brown/
Black

Yacht Blue/
Black

Bengal Red/
Black

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

WHEELS

two‑tone

two‑tone

two‑tone

two‑tone

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

Nappa
Exclusive Nappa

two‑tone

two‑tone

19" 8-spoke
G 550

18" 5 - spoke
matte black
G 550

19" twin 5 - spoke
silver
G 550

20" AMG® multispoke

20" AMG multispoke

matte black
G 550

silver
G 550

w/black accents
G 550

black
G 550

Includes all-terrain tires
NA w/AMG Line, Night Pkgs

NA w/AMG Line, Night Pkgs

AMG Line

Night Pkgs

Requires any Night Pkg

20" AMG twin 5 - spoke

21" AMG twin 5 - spoke

TRIM
Brown Ash wood

Light Brown Sen wood

Metal Weave

G manufaktur Black
Piano Lacquer

G manufaktur Natural Grain
Black-flamed Ash Wood

AMG Carbon Fiber

Natural Grain Walnut wood

20" AMG 10 - spoke
Standard
Optional
No-charge option

AMG G 63

matte black
AMG G 63
AMG Trail Pkg
Includes all-terrain tires

silver
AMG G 63

matte black
AMG G 63

NA w/Night Pkgs
Requires
		
any Night Pkg

22" AMG forged
cross-spoke
silver
AMG G 63
NA w/Night Pkgs

22" AMG forged
cross-spoke
matte black
AMG G 63
Requires any Night Pkg

THE DIFFERENCE IS IN EVERY

ENDNOTES

*

EXPERIENCE

1
2
3

4

The moment you take delivery of your new Mercedes-Benz, it starts to
deliver for you. The joys of driving are engineered to excite and endure.
5

Its progressive technolog y is designed to keep you connected now, and

6

at the forefront of a changing world. And the people who stand behind
your Mercedes-Benz are devoted to earning their Star, and your trust.

7
8
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Daily commute or roadtrip, thoughtful
technology helps make any journey a joy.

Wherever you drive, there’s a team of
supportive people looking out for you.

Your Mercedes-Benz experience
should always feel special.

Mercedes me connect puts a network of features in your
car, on your smartphone, and in the digital world around
you.4 And all of them collaborate to help keep you on track,
on time, and feeling you’re on top of your real world.

Mercedes-Benz was the first automaker to introduce its
own Roadside Assistance Program in the US. For more
than 35 years, customers have called on — and counted
on — factory-trained experts in times of need.22

Driving a Mercedes-Benz feels like joining
a club, as well as a family. Wherever you go,
you’re part of a history that started with the
first car, and always keeps racing ahead.

•You can remote-start your car, locate where it’s parked,
configure vehicle settings from your phone, and more.
•You can look up destinations on your phone and send
them to the COMAND® navigation system in your car.
•You can offer WiFi to your passengers, and enjoy audio
from all over the planet with TuneIn Radio.
Your car’s navigation map database and some vehicle
operating software can be updated in your driveway,
over the air, with no need to bring it to the dealership.

•A button in your car can connect you. If an air bag or
seat-belt tensioner is activated, your car can place the
call on your behalf, and even transmit your location.
•They can send help — usually a trained dealer service
technician — to your location, even for a jump-start.
•If you see a warning light, so can the experts, and they
can often help diagnose trouble over the phone.
Mercedes me Concierge can fulfill a range of requests
like hotel and restaurant reservations for a monthly fee.

•For decades, groundbreaking innovations
have protected, entertained and indulged
Mercedes-Benz drivers first. While many
have gone on to become the standard for all
cars, you get to drive the future, today.
•From the AMG Lounge to #MBPhotoPass
on Instagram, Mercedes-Benz owners have
many ways to connect and interact.

10
11

12
13

14

15

16

Your car and your dealer are in on it, too.

•They can look up a destination or point of interest for
you, then download it right to your car’s navigation.

•Mercedes me lets your car communicate its
service needs to your preferred dealer.

•They can give turn-by-turn directions as you drive.

•Your dealer can reach out to you to book an
appointment or offer drive-in service.

17
18
19
20
21
22

Item is optional or not available on some models. See Packages and Options listing in this brochure or visit MBUSA.com for
more information.
ESP, 4‑ETS, ABS, Brake Assist and Trailer Stability Assist do not operate when the differential locks are engaged. Locked
differentials will limit steering ability.
Off-road driving should only be attempted by drivers with the necessary skill, experience and understanding of the vehicle’s
limits. Read Operator’s Manual before driving off-road or in deep water.
Lower-aspect-ratio tires and accompanying wheels provide substantially increased treadwear, increased tire noise and
reduced ride comfort. Serious wheel and tire damage may occur if the vehicle is operated on rough or damaged road
surfaces or upon encountering road debris or obstacles. These tires are not designed for use on snow and ice. Winter tires
mounted on appropriately sized and approved wheels are recommended for driving in those conditions. All-terrain tires may
provide increased noise and reduced ride comfort compared to all-season tires.
All Mercedes me services operate only where cellular and GPS signals are available, which are provided by third parties and
not within the control of Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC. Mercedes me connect assist services, and 3 years of Mercedes me
connect services are included at no additional charge with new-vehicle sales and leases at an authorized Mercedes-Benz
dealer. Models with COMAND® navigation also include 3 years of over-the-air map updates (up to twice per year), 3 years
of live traffic information provided by HERE Technologies, 1 year of Concierge Service, and a 1-month trial (up to 1GB) of
in-vehicle WiFi and streaming audio. Subscriber Agreement is required for service to be active. Some services are only
available on select vehicles. Your PIN is required to use certain services. Connection may be limited by cellular signal and
other factors. Features may be introduced and updated at varying dates, and may also require a vehicle software update.
Some services may be limited or restricted in some areas. Driver is responsible for complying with traffic and other laws.
The Mercedes me connect Mobile App is compatible with Apple iPhone® models and Android-based phones, and may
require a software update. See your dealer or MBUSA.com/mercedesme for details.
Even the most advanced safety systems may not be sufficient to avoid an accident. Please refer to more detailed
information on specific systems elsewhere in this brochure, at MBUSA.com, and in the vehicle’s Operator’s Manual. Some
systems may be optional.
Active Brake Assist may not be sufficient to avoid an accident. It does not react to certain stationary or suddenly moving
objects or pedestrians, may not react in certain situations where objects cannot be clearly identified, nor does it recognize
or predict the curvature and/or lane layout of the road or every movement of vehicles and pedestrians ahead. It is the
driver’s responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the steering, braking and
other driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. Drivers are cautioned not to wait for the system’s alerts
before braking, as that may not afford sufficient time and distance to brake safely. See Operator’s Manual for system
operating speeds and additional information and warnings.
PRE‑SAFE® closes the side windows when the system’s sensors detect side movements that suggest a possible rollover or
side impact. A small gap is left near the fully closed position. Audio/multimedia system must be turned on for PRE‑SAFE
Sound to operate.
Driving while drowsy or distracted is dangerous and must be avoided. ATTENTION ASSIST® is a warning system only.
ATTENTION ASSIST and Active Lane Keeping Assist may be insufficient to alert a fatigued or distracted driver of lane drift
and cannot be relied on to avoid an accident or serious injury. See Operator’s Manual for system’s operating speeds and
additional information and warnings.
Blind Spot Assist is a warning system only. It may not be sufficient to avoid all accidents involving vehicles in your blind
spot and does not estimate the speed of approaching vehicles. It must not be used as a substitute for driver awareness
and checking of surrounding traffic conditions. See Operator’s Manual for system’s operating speeds and additional
information and warnings.
Rearview camera and Surround View System do not audibly notify driver of nearby objects and are not a substitute for
actively checking around the vehicle for any obstacles or people. Images displayed may be limited by camera field of view,
weather, lighting conditions and the presence of dirt, ice or snow on the cameras.
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC® is not a substitute for active driving involvement. It does not adapt cruising speed in
response to stationary objects, nor does it predict the curvature and lane layout of the road ahead or the movement of
vehicles ahead. It is the driver’s responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the
steering, braking and other driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. Drivers are cautioned not to wait for
the system’s alerts before braking, as that may not afford sufficient time and distance to brake safely. Braking effectiveness
also depends on proper brake maintenance, and tire and road conditions. See Operator’s Manual for system operating
speeds and additional information and warnings.
Speed Limit Assist does not adjust vehicle speed, and is not a substitute for driver awareness to posted speed limits and other
conditions. Driver is responsible for safely operating vehicle in accordance with local traffic laws and driving conditions.
Parking assistance systems are not substitutes for driver attention to the immediate surroundings, as well as any people,
animals or vehicles in or approaching the vehicle’s maneuvering range. System cannot determine if a space is legally
available or of a suitable surface for parking. Rear Cross-Traffic Alert is not a substitute for actively checking around the
vehicle for any obstacles or people. It may not detect certain objects based on their size, path, proximity or speed and
angle of approach, or due to sensor obstruction, and does not control steering angle. See Operator’s Manual for additional
information, tips and warnings.
While the navigation system provides directional assistance, the driver must remain focused on safe driving behavior,
including paying attention to traffic and street signs. The driver should utilize the system’s audio cues while driving and
should only consult the map or visual displays once the vehicle has been stopped in a safe place. Maps do not cover all areas
or all routes within an area, may require periodic updating, and may not reflect recent or temporary changes to roadways.
Apple CarPlay™ is a product of Apple Inc. Android Auto is a product of Google Inc. Device and app providers’ terms and
privacy statements apply. Requires connected compatible device and data plan. Apps, content and features are selected
solely by their providers. Connection to apps and streaming services may be limited by the device’s network connection.
Data usage is routed through device and subject to fees, charges and restrictions in user’s wireless plan. Vehicle’s factory
audio/information interface may not be used simultaneously with Apple CarPlay or Android Auto. When Apple CarPlay or
Android Auto is in use, the steering-wheel voice control button accesses Siri® or Google voice recognition software for
voice commands.
The purchase of a new, SiriusXM®-equipped vehicle includes a 6-month introductory subscription to the SiriusXM All
Access package. Eligible pre-owned vehicles equipped with SiriusXM will receive a 3-month trial subscription to SiriusXM
All Access package. Trial length and service availability may vary by model, model year or trim. If you decide to continue
your subscription after your trial, the plan you choose will automatically renew and you will be charged according to your
chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel you must call SiriusXM at 1-866-635-2349.
See SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms at siriusxm.com. All fees and programming subject to change.
Stated rates of acceleration are estimated based upon manufacturer’s track results and may vary depending on model,
environmental and road surface conditions, driving style, elevation and vehicle load.
Read Operator’s Manual before towing. In some states, aftermarket trailer brakes are required. See dealer for details.
Unsecured cargo can become hazardous in a collision. Always secure cargo using the floor-mounted tie-downs.
Obey local speed and traffic laws.
Not available with Black, Magnetite Black, Obsidian Black, designo Mocha Black, designo Platinum Black, or designo
and G manufaktur Magno paintwork.
Roadside Assistance repairs may involve charges for parts, service and towing. Vehicle must be accessible from main roads.
Depending on the circumstance, these services may be provided by an outside provider, courtesy of Mercedes-Benz
Roadside Assistance. Restricted roadways, acts of nature and vehicle accessibility may limit our ability to provide services
to you. For full details, eligibility requirements, and limitations/exclusions of Sign and Drive services, as well as the
Roadside Assistance Program, please see your dealer.

Committed to Community
Mercedes-Benz USA is committed to educating and empowering the next generation
of diverse leaders. To help equip them with the tools for success, MBUSA partners with
two national organizations that invest in the futures of young people in communities
across the country. As a Mercedes-Benz driver, you become a part of this effort to give
hundreds of thousands of youth a better life today, and all of us a brighter tomorrow.
Learn more about how Mercedes-Benz USA gives back at MBUSA.com/community

A nationwide network of youth sports programs, Laureus
Sport for Good USA is focused on improving the health,
education, employment and social cohesion of youth in
underserved communities. Since 2012, Laureus USA has
helped nearly half a million young people in 150 cities.
To learn more, visit laureususa.com

Johnny Mac Soldiers Fund helps honor military service and
sacrifice by providing scholarships to veterans and military
family members — particularly the children of our nation’s
fallen and disabled. Since 2014, Johnny Mac has awarded
$12 million in scholarships to more than 1,000 students.
To learn more, visit johnnymac.org
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